
Battle against robocalls should be 
more than a pipe dream

Remember the days before robocalls? When your landline and cell 
phone were free from scam artists selling something, threatening you 
with arrest, wheedling to extract a credit-card number?

Nah, we can’t either. The number of unwanted calls in the U.S. is 
measured in the tens of billions each year. The Federal Communications 
Commission, citing private analyses, says American consumers were hit 
with almost 4 billion robocalls a month in 2018.

Still, there is cause for skeptical optimism on this front, even though 
the odds seemed perpetually stacked in favor of scammers who’ve 
perfected the art of the auto-dial.

In July the U.S. House of Representatives adopted the Stop Bad 
Robocalls Act, which would require telecom companies to step up 
enforcement and give consumers more ways to insulate themselves. 
The bill, sponsored by Rep. Frank Pallone, D-N.J., coasted through on 
a 429-3 vote. It’s now before the Senate.

A week ago a group of state attorneys general — including Josh 
Shapiro of Pennsylvania and Gurbir Grewal of New Jersey — announced 
an agreement they’d reached with the 12 largest phone service providers. 
The companies, including Verizon, Comcast, T-Mobile and AT&T, 
signed on to offer free call-blocking services to customers. They agreed 
to keep a closer watch on robocalls and help authorities identify and 
track phone scammers.

The Federal Trade Commission is stepping up enforcement. Working 
with federal, state and local investigators, the FTC recently announced 
charges against three fi rms and one individual believed to be responsible 
for more than 1 billion illegal spam calls.

While this qualifi es as a start, there’s more to be done. Not all robocalls 
and phone solicitations are illegal, but the system has been gamed by 
those who have mastered easy-to-use technology, often operating from 
safe havens overseas.

The best hope rests with the industry — with government oversight 
to check on compliance. Several companies have taken steps to install 
an anti-”spoofi ng” technology called STIR/SHAKEN, which allows 
consumers with caller ID to know if an incoming calls is bona fi de or a 
spammer using a local or familiar number.

And there are call-blocking apps that can be downloaded, some for 
free.

State and federal “Do Not Call” registries are still accepting numbers 
and trying to help, but we know from experience they don’t provide 
anything close to a fi rewall. People can still report robocalls to the feds 
at ftc.gov/calls.

We need a unifi ed effort — government, industry and individual — to 
make a dent in the extortion-by-phone business. No one is expecting total 
peace and quiet, but we should be able to “weaponize” the consumer, to 
help neutralize the criminal on the other end of the line. Seeing some of 
the worst offenders talking to themselves in prison would be rewarding, 
too.

— Easton Express-Times

———

Walmart step begins journey
Gun rights absolutists likely will scoff at Walmart’s decision to end the 

sale of certain types of ammunition following yet another mass murder 
in Texas over the Labor Day weekend.

But the chain’s decision is important even though the types of 
ammunition at issue are available elsewhere.

The key to diminishing U.S. gun violence is fi nally to apply some 
reason to the nation’s anything-goes gun culture, which is a matter 
beyond the law itself. There are many parallels. Gradual changes in the 
culture, rather than any particular law, drove down U.S. smoking rates, 
for example.

Walmart long has been a part of the gun culture. Its decision to stop 
selling the types of ammunition used in military-style semiautomatic 
assault weapons, while continuing to sell weapons and ammunition used 
for hunting, and to ask its customers not to carry weapons openly in 
Walmart stores, itself is a major statement. It emphasizes that the right 
to bear arms, like every right, comes with limits and responsibilities — 
including the responsibility to put public safety on an equal footing with 
the right to gun ownership.

Sensible people naturally look to their elected state and federal 
legislatures to protect public safety. But changing the culture at the grass-
roots is the surest guarantee that elected politicians fi nally will act in the 
public interest.

Like the Dick’s sporting goods chain before it, Walmart has recognized 
its responsibility. Pressure on their competitors to follow suit would 
further the process of changing the culture from the bottom up, making 
it politically safe for politicians to protect public safety.

— Scranton Times-Tribune

———

Regulate license plate readers: Police 
tech is ripe for due process violations

Much like facial recognition technology, automated license plate 
readers are becoming a popular new tool of law enforcement.

And, like facial recognition, the use of plate readers has developed 
faster than the regulations governing their use, meaning there are no 
consistent limits on the technology and its application. That has opened 
the door for potential misuse that threatens both privacy and due process.

Developed about 10 years ago, the popularity of license plate readers 
has been rising in the past two years. They have been deployed by the 
hundreds across Pennsylvania and by the thousands across the country, 
according to the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a digital privacy 
nonprofi t.

License plate readers are typically mounted in police cars or on 
stationary objects like bridges or road signs. They use high-speed 
cameras to capture thousands of license plates per minute. The readers 
automatically run each plate through a state database, checking for 
violations or warrants related to the vehicle. Police offi cers are alerted 
to such matters as an unpaid fi ne to outstanding warrants.

Where is the due process? Historically, police need probable cause to 
pull over a person and to run a check on his or her plates.

Authorities can cast this broad net using the same legal rationale 
that is used for a DUI checkpoint: Everyone is subject to the same 
level of scrutiny. But, the massive scope of this information-collecting 
technology pushes the practice into new and concerning circles.

Then there’s this question: What becomes of all that information 
— the photos, geolocation information and database checks? Local 
policies vary with communities setting their own standards for where 
the information is stored, who has access to it, how long it is stored and 
how it is used.

Some communities in Pennsylvania have set their own standards for 
the use and storage of data collected by the readers. For example, some 
municipalities store data for days, others for months.

House Bill 317, proposed recently by state Rep. Greg Rothman, 
R-Cumberland County would set statewide rules and regulations that 
would lend consistency in the use, storage and access of information 
collected from automatic license plate readers. Mr. Rothman proposed 
a similar bill last year that was passed by the House, but it died in the 
Senate.

HB 317 moves in the right direction but not quite to where it needs to 
be. For example, it proposes that municipalities be allowed to store data 
collected by the readers for a year before it must be purged. This is too 
long. A better model is Allegheny County, which stores the information 
for just 10 days. The threat to civil liberties is plain: Drivers are being 
documented and meticulously analyzed by police equipment without 
their knowledge or their consent, without probable cause or due process. 
It is done in the name of community safety, convenience and economies. 
But at what cost?

— Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

As I began to listen for 
God’s guidance in writing 
this story, various questions 
seemed to enter my mind at 
the same time.

“Will this weather ever 
end?” or “When will this rain 
subside?” Yet, we truck on 
from day to day hoping what 
is around the corner will only 
get better. For some there is a 
brighter light at the end of the 
tunnel. For others, times are a 
bit stagnant, and things remain 
seemingly the same.

But in a sense, that’s life. 
This next sentence is very 
important and should be taken 
to heart: “Life is what we 
make of it.” The question is, 
“What can we do to improve 
each situation?”

Right off the bat, in my 
opinion, we have to peel away 
the “me” attitude that has 
made the former generation, 
strictly speaking, a real pain. 
In its place, we must start 
combining our efforts to make 
our initiatives integrate with 
others.

Just think if you and I wrote 
this story together. It wouldn’t 
have to be what I’m talking 
about today, but anything, 
like cars, hunting or making 
clay pots, all of which I know 
nothing about. I could add 
that all three have something 
in common, that each activity 
is done by use of a fi nger or 
two, but my education is very 
limited on those subjects. 
That’s where you come in. 
Whatever I don’t know, you 
could be my educator.

I’ve seen stories in tabloids 
with two or more bylines. 
So, it goes without question 
that many of my stories may 
have been improved and still 
can be improved if others do 
their part to contribute to my 
writings.

My stories, again in my 
opinion, have never been 
about my doing it all. Never 
has the “me” part been a 
factor. I’ve always had help, 
and as I personally sense my 
inner vibrations, it has come 
from the supernatural. It’s 
made life a lot easier.

But regardless, if you have 
a college or high school 
assignment, share with the 
person beside you and then 
ask the teacher if it’s all right 
that the two of you work out 
an assignment together.

Since in this case, it takes 
two parts to make a whole, 
once approved, wouldn’t it be 
more fun to learn with another 
and dig up the nitty-gritty each 
separately and then join notes 
to come up with the final 
project?

If the professor or the 
teacher were to designate 
half the class to research 
subject material in parts, 
how much more fun would 
the homework assignments 
be than having them to do 
them all by yourself? Are you 
beginning to get my drift?

Your part may play into 
something way more important 
than the other person’s only 
because you spent more time 
digging a little deeper because 
you had the time to do so.

College is so much more 
“high-tech,” so one has to 
complete so many credits in a 
certain amount of semesters to 
graduate. Now, for example, if 
I would have been allowed to 
do half the work and another 
person do the other half, 
maybe I would have been a 
scholar of a sort, but then I 
doubt it. I would have spent all 
my free time making time with 
the young ladies on campus. 
Now, don’t get me wrong. I 
did what was “proper.” I was 
primarily interested in their 
company. I haven’t changed 
to this day, if you can believe 
that!

Now, I realize I may 
have talked too much about 
schooling. This approach 
works oodles of different 
ways as well. Get away from 
the “me bit” and start giving 
of yourself. Once you get 
the hang of it, you just may 
think of others fi rst and you, 
possibly, last.
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